
Action

wet word

immerse

V. 
To dunk or plunge: like pushing 
someone right to the bottom of  
tank of water



immerse

immediately

put underwater

full

wholly

partly

quickly

submerge

deeply

dip



The football team were dealt a devastating blow when they lost 
the game in extra time.

The storm caused havoc: the damage was devastating.

The effects of the virus had a devastating impact on the world.

Armie always tries to immerse himself 
in his learning – what a scholar! 

“The best bit about having a bath is 
immersing my head in the hot water,” 
remarked Mrs Wordsmith.

Oz, being a massive tennis fanatic, 
loves to immerse herself in 
Wimbledon every July.



submerge, dip

immediately
fully

wholly



Action

Lazy or relaxing word

unwind

V. 
To rest or relax like when you 
stretch out on the sofa after a 
long day at work



unwind

rest

completely

mentally

relax

finally

chill out

deeply

consciously

visibly



The football team were dealt a devastating blow when they lost 
the game in extra time.

The storm caused havoc: the damage was devastating.

The effects of the virus had a devastating impact on the world.

Watching television is a great way to 
unwind after a busy day at school –
well that’s what Mrs Wordsmith 
thinks.

Lounging, relaxing and chilling out are 
great ways to unwind.

Resting her feet in a bubbling foot spa 
is Brick’s favourite way to unwind. 



relax, chill out, rest

completely
finally

mentally



Action

Lazy or relaxing word

sluggish

adj.
slow, lazy or lifeless: how you 
feel when you get up too early in 
the morning



sluggish

start

river

movement

lazy

lifeless

performance

pace

growth

slow



The football team were dealt a devastating blow when they lost 
the game in extra time.

The storm caused havoc: the damage was devastating.

The effects of the virus had a devastating impact on the world.

After eating a big Sunday dinner, Grit 
feels a bit sluggish.

“I’ve got no energy,” muttered a 
sluggish Plato after having the flu.

After a sluggish start, Mrs Wordsmith 
beat Mr Picturesmith in a game of 
Guess Who.



lazy, slow, lifeless 

performance

movement
start


